
What’s 
Next?

Recipe 695 in Auguste Escoffier’s “Le Guide
Culinaire” is Puree Palestine, a sunchoke and
roasted hazelnut soup. The five-sentence reci-
pe, much like the 5,011others in the book, is
rather vague. Few recipes even call for salt.
Dubbed “Escoffier” for short, “Le Guide Culi-
naire” is Textbook One of French gastronomy
and points in a general direction rather than
offering turn-by-turn maps. 

In researching the 100-plus potential dishes
for their forthcoming restaurant, called Next,
Alinea chefs Grant Achatz and Dave Beran
cooked the sunchoke soup as Escoffier indi-
cated. The result was a “cream bomb,” Achatz
recalled, lacking acid to counterbalance its
intense richness. But Beran, the 29-year-old
Tru and MK alumnus who will head Next’s
kitchen, suggested serving the soup as Escof-
fier intended and gauging reaction.

The response was polarizing. Some who
sampled the soup thought it tasted “French”
and “perfect”; others couldn’t finish the bowl.

And therein lay a philosophical debate behind
this most ambitious sequel from the Alinea
team: When a restaurant promises to trans-
port diners everywhere and to every era,
should authenticity carry as much weight as
progress? It’s a battle the Next team hasn’t
entirely resolved. 

The success of Alinea — which recently got
top honors from Michelin in the form of three
stars — has afforded Achatz and restaurant
partner Nick Kokonas a rare chance in the
restaurant industry: bankroll a wildly radical
dining concept. Next, scheduled to open in
Fulton Market at the end of the month, will
feature a menu that will change every three
months, tied to a location and time period.
Paris 1906 is its inaugural theme; Thai street
food (time period undetermined) will follow in
June. For future menus, Achatz has floated the
idea of Prohibition-era Chicago, New York
circa “Mad Men” and Hong Kong 2036. He’s
even considering “The French Laundry —
Oct.16, 1996,” re-creating dishes from Achatz’s
first day working for Thomas Keller (and
possibly bringing in Keller for a weeklong

guest stint). It is the most anticipated restau-
rant opening Chicago has seen, period.

The inspiration for Next came on the day
Achatz discovered he had stage 4 tongue can-
cer. (Achatz is now cancer free.) Kokonas had
driven back from a golf tournament in Michi-
gan upon hearing the news. When he arrived
at the Alinea kitchen, Achatz cooked for Koko-
nas, improvising with the ingredients at hand
— searing a duck breast with morels, adding
freeze-dried peas, micro greens and Thai long
pepper.

Kokonas was floored by the dish, one he
thought worthy of the finest French restau-
rants. As Kokonas recalled in their memoir,
“Life, on the Line,” he told Achatz: “Why is it
that I can’t get that down the street at some
French bistro? If we opened a place that did
that we would kill ’em.”

Achatz responded: “Where’s the challenge
in that?”

In launching with a menu based on Escof-
fier, the Next crew is opening itself to chal-

Grant Achatz, already
considered one of the finest
chefs in the world, preps his
encore: An ambitious
time-traveling dining room
that will be reinvented
every 12 weeks
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Under the watchful eye of Grant Achatz, right, cocktail chef Craig Schoettler puts together a drink during a recent test dinner for Next at Alinea.
Schoettler will head up Aviary, Achatz’s cocktail lounge that will open in tandem and adjacent to Next. STACEY WESCOTT/TRIBUNE PHOTO
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Trapped in a round
circular glass vessel
that looks like some-
thing salvaged from a
shipwreck is a sea of
whiskey, vermouth,
mint, lemon and as-
sorted botanicals. It’s a
6-inch-diameter aquar-
ium for your new
favorite cocktail, de-
signed by renowned
chef Grant Achatz,
who, according to
word on the street, is
out to give bartenders
a run for their money.

That cocktail and
dozens of others will
be available by the end
of the month at Aviary,
Achatz’s anti-lounge in
the Fulton Market
district, adjacent to
and opening in tandem
with his highly antici-
pated next restaurant,
Next. Rumored to offer
over-the-top “edible
drinks” with astro-
nomical price tags,
Aviary is poised to
move Chicago’s cock-
tail quaffers into the
21st century and be-
yond, breaking us of
our stubborn pre-
Prohibition-reimag-
ined obsessions and,
ultimately, making the
local lounges that
serve those drinks
irrelevant. Essentially,
in the year since news
of Aviary broke,
Achatz and his team
have been painted as a
kind of culinary gang
of Sharks out to beat
the drink-mixing Jets
at their own game.

Word on the street,
however, is wrong.

Achatz — and, more
important, Aviary —
isn’t out to topple the
craft cocktail move-
ment; he hopes to
enrich it.

“If I can be com-
pletely honest,” Achatz
says while seated in
the front room of Ali-
nea, his world-re-
nowned career-making
restaurant, “I feel like
with Next, I have a 

Aviary’s
cocktails
aiming
high
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A hurricane prepared
by Craig Schoettler of
Aviary. The rum and
juice at left wait to be
poured into the ice-
filled hurricane glass. 
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Oeufs Benedictine, an egg dish presented in antique silver holders, will be
part of the inaugural 1906 Paris menu at Next. ZBIGNIEW BZDAK/TRIBUNE PHOTO

An hors
d’oeuvres
tray that
will begin
the eve-
ning at
Next.
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Cleetus Friedman of City Provisions will talk about his mission to provide
sustainable, local and healthy food. 6:30 p.m. Thursday at the Chicago
Theatre Downstairs, 175 N. State St. For tickets and more information,
check out chicagolive.com.
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Leonardo da Vinci, with assistance. The Madonna of the Yarnwinder (The Lansdowne Madonna) (detail), 1501/07. Private collection; Jean Hey,
known as the Master of Moulins. Madeleine of Burgundy Presented by Saint Mary Magdalene (detail), c. 1490. Musée du Louvre, Paris, RF 1521.

This exhibition is organized by the Art Institute of Chicago and the Réunion des musées nationaux, Paris, and realized with the collaboration of the
Musée du Louvre, Paris, the Musée de Cluny-Musée National du Moyen Age, Paris, and the Musée National de la Renaissance, Château d’Ecouen.
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